Dramatic Play in School-Age Care Environments by Duane Seibel

When I teach school-age care providers, I first ask them to examine what they considered fun when they were school-aged. Some of us have more difficulty than others remembering our childhood adventures. However, given enough time, the memories do flood back. Most of us remember the joy and magic of our play when we let our imaginations lead the way. As a child, I remember hours of unspervised play that inevitably involved taking on roles, new names and different occupations. I was a chef, concocting unique recipes out of mud and household baking supplies; a hunter stalking wild animals; and a heavy 1997
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As the child ages, cognitive and social development occur. Drama provides excellent opportunities for the child to experiment and grow. It is easy for us to focus on the physical gains made at this time and provide the child with the opportunity to play and explore. However, the social development that occurs during this period is just as important.

All of these activities were spontaneous, self-driven and a creative use of time. As the parent, my only role was to ensure that safe limits were maintained. It is a weekend that Josh will talk about for the next month because the opportunities for dramatic play were there.
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